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Conflicting Independence Land Tenancy and the American Revolution THOMAS J. HUMPHREY



Two tenant revolts waged during the Revolutionary War reveal the fragility of the movement in Virginia and New York. In late 1775, James Cleveland tried to convince tenants in Loudoun County, Virginia, to join him in a rent strike designed to compel landlords to give tenants better terms. Shortly after initiating the strike, Cleveland began encouraging people to stop paying any bills they owed, including a tax that Virginia’s Revolutionary leaders had recently foisted on poorer rural Virginians. Within two years, in the spring of 1777, insurgent tenants in New York’s northern Hudson Valley designed an armed uprising to coincide with a rumored invasion of the region by the British army. The insurgencies indicate that Revolutionaries had to fight the war for home rule and the battle to rule at home simultaneously, a prospect that badly frightened men such as Lund Washington, who administered his cousin George Washington’s land, and Robert Livingston, Jr., who owned the estate, Livingston Manor, on which most of the New York insurgents lived. Under such stress, Washington and Livingston reached the same conclusions: They hoped somewhat desperately that all their opponents would be ‘‘hang’d.’’1 Thomas J. Humphrey is an associate professor of history at Cleveland State University and is working on a national study of tenancy in the Revolutionary period. He would like to thank Susan Branson, Dan Gordon, Woody Holton, Allan Kulikoff, Michael McDonnell, Andrew O’Shaughnessy, Rob Shelton, Simon Newman, Billy G. Smith, the editors of the journal, and the anonymous readers for the journal for their comments and assistance. Funding for research for this essay was provided by the Library Company of Philadelphia, the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, the International Center for Jefferson Studies, and the Virginia Historical Society. 1. Lund Washington to George Washington, Dec. 30, 1775, The Papers of George Washington: Revolutionary War Series (7 vols. to date; Charlottesville, VA, 1985–), 2: 621; ‘‘Instructions for James Cleveland, 10 January 1775,’’ and Journal of the Early Republic, 28 (Summer 2008) Copyright 䉷 2008 Society for Historians of the Early American Republic. All rights reserved.
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These tenant revolts expose ambiguities inherent in the move toward independence in two states critical to success in the war against Britain. Tobacco produced in Virginia fueled part of the economy of the British Empire, and grain grown and shipped from New York, and increasingly Virginia, fed people who produced cash crops throughout Britain’s Atlantic colonies. Warfare, however, inhibited production and trade because men left the fields to fight, or to avoid fighting, and both armies closed off trade routes. Ravaging soldiers also took what food and supplies they needed; sometimes they promised to pay and other times they simply took what they wanted. While both regions were plagued by these similar wartime ills, support for the Revolution differed dramatically. New Yorkers famously, or notoriously, divided over the Revolution, and Virginians have been portrayed as solidly in favor of independence. More recent analysis of each region suggests more complicated divisions, and a study of tenant revolts in both provides an opportunity to offer broader analysis of colonists as they calculated their chances of winning independence and preserving their property, power, and order. When looked at together, tenant revolts in Virginia and New York raise important questions about how white rural inhabitants, especially land tenants, participated in and interpreted the American Revolution. What grievances, for example, did tenants in different parts of the country hope to redress during the Revolution? How did they intend to achieve their goals? How did Revolutionary landlords address those grievances and tactics? While historians have asked some of these questions about tenants in individual states or regions, few have examined them in broader perspective. This essay begins that process by investigating the actions of tenants in New York and Virginia during the Revolutionary War to uncover their grievances, analyze their relationship with



‘‘Instructions for William Stevens, 6 March 1775,’’ The Writings of George Washington from the Original Manuscript Sources, 1745–1799, ed. John C. Fitzpatrick (39 vols., Washington, DC, 1931–1944), 3: 256–59, 268–72; Woody Holton, Forced Founders: Indians, Debtors, Slaves, and the Making of the American Revolution in Virginia (Chapel Hill, NC, 1999), 178; William H. W. Sabine, ed., Historic Memoirs . . . of William Smith (2 vols., New York, 1969–1971), 2: 134, and 128–34; Staughton Lynd, ‘‘The Tenant Rising at Livingston Manor, May 1777,’’ New-York Historical Society Quarterly 48 (Apr. 1964), 174–75; Edward Countryman, A People in Revolution: The American Revolution and Political Society in New York (New York, 1989), 151–52.
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the British army, explain how landlords and Revolutionaries reacted, and measure their levels of success.2 Historians of the American Revolution who focus on rural inhabitants have generally focused on freeholders, those farmers who owned land, often basing their analysis on late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century writers who linked a yeoman ideal with the republican political structure that emerged in the Revolutionary era. Thomas Jefferson famously extolled the virtues of farmers, while others championed yeomen farmers as the personification of the republican politics espoused by Revolutionaries. They began the Revolutionary period lauding farmers who owned the land they occupied and improved, and by the end were insisting that honest political participation depended on land ownership. The author of the 1775 tract American Husbandry, for example, admired how farmers from New England to the Carolinas took up ‘‘land whenever they are able to settle it’’ to become so self-sufficient that market ‘‘consumption is scarce worth mentioning.’’ J. Hector St. John Cre`vecoeur asserted that during the Revolution these farmers had thrown off the ‘‘involuntary idleness, servile dependence, penury, and useless labor’’ that had plagued their European ancestors, and now ruled themselves. This farmer exemplified, Cre`vecoeur concludes, ‘‘an American.’’ Alexis de Tocqueville, of course, puts these themes together when he notes that every man in the United States ‘‘owns the ground he tills,’’ and that political and social equality ‘‘is their idol.’’3 2. Willard F. Bliss, ‘‘The Rise of Tenancy in Virginia,’’ Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 108 (Oct. 1950), 427–41; Thomas Slaughter, The Whiskey Rebellion: Frontier Epilogue to the American Revolution (New York, 1986), 158–72; Holton, Forced Founders, 175–85; Michael A. McDonnell, The Politics of War: Race, Class, and Conflict in Revolutionary Virginia (Chapel Hill, NC, 2007), 175–215; Sung Bok Kim, Landlord and Tenant in Colonial New York: Manorial Society, 1664–1775 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1978); Edward Countryman, ‘‘ ‘Out of the Bounds of the Law’: Northern Land Rioters in the Eighteenth Century,’’ in The American Revolution: Explorations in the History of American Radicalism, ed. Alfred F. Young (DeKalb, IL, 1976), 39–69; Thomas J. Humphrey, Land and Liberty: Hudson Valley Riots in the Age of Revolution (DeKalb, IL, 2004); Frederika J. Teute, ‘‘Land, Liberty, and Labor in the post-Revolutionary Era: Kentucky in the Promised Land’’ (PhD diss., The Johns Hopkins University, 1988); Michael A. McDonnell, ‘‘Class War? Class Struggles during the American Revolution in Virginia,’’ William and Mary Quarterly 63 (Apr. 2006), 305–44. 3. American Husbandry quoted in Allan Kulikoff, From British Peasants to Colonial American Farmers (Chapel Hill, NC, 2000), 203–4; J. Hector St. John
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Historians built on these ideas to connect ownership of a freehold to republicanism and citizenship in the emerging nation, arguing that yeoman farmers, as members of a squatters’ republic or as the mainstay of a republic of small freeholders, facilitated the rise of Jeffersonian, and then Jacksonian, democratic leaders. Brendan McConville, for example, contends that obstinate squatters in New Jersey compelled one prominent resident to acknowledge that the ‘‘world the Revolution had created would belong to the yeomanry.’’ Joyce Appleby takes a broader perspective. After warning against overemphasizing the relationship between yeoman farmers and independence, she concludes that the ‘‘hinterland’’ that ran ‘‘from Georgia to New York . . . gave the new American nation what no other people had ever possessed: the material base for a citizenry of independent, industrious property holders.’’ In this new nation, republicanism emerged from an idealized community of freehold farmers.4 Although land tenants and the tenant insurgencies in Virginia and



Cre`vecoeur, Letters from an American Farmer, reprinted from the original edition by W. P. Trent (New York, 1904), 59–56, quotes on 46–47, 54–55, 56; Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (New York, 1981), 471, 45. Thomas Jefferson, ‘‘Draft of Instructions to the Virginia Delegates in the Continental Congress,’’ the text of which can also be found in A Summary View of the Rights of British America, in The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Julian P. Boyd (31 vols., Princeton, NJ, 1950–), 1: 132–33 (hereafter Jefferson Papers); Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, ed. William Peden (Chapel Hill, NC, 1982), 164–65; Richard K. Matthews, The Radical Politics of Thomas Jefferson: A Revisionist View (Lawrence, KS, 1984), 32–33; Jefferson to Thomas Mann Randolph, Philadelphia, Mar. 18, 1783, in Thomas Jefferson’s Farm Book: With Commentary and Relevant Extracts from Other Writings, ed. Edwin Morris Betts (Charlottesville, VA, 1999), 161; Jefferson to Nicholas Lewis, July 29, 1787, and July 11, 1788, Philadelphia, Farm Book, 161–62, 163–64. 4. Brendan McConville, Those Daring Disturbers of the Public Peace: The Struggle for Property and Power in New Jersey, 1701–1786 (Ithaca, NY, 1999), 254; Joyce Appleby, ‘‘Commercial Farming and the ‘Agrarian Myth’ in the Early Republic,’’ Journal of American History 68 (Mar. 1982), 847; Appleby, Inheriting the Revolution: The First Generation of Americans (Cambridge, MA, 2000); Robert E. Shalhope, ‘‘Toward a Republican Synthesis: The Emergence of an Understanding of Republicanism in American Historiography,’’ William and Mary Quarterly 29 (Jan. 1972), 49–80; Alan Taylor, ‘‘Agrarian Independence: Northern Land Rioters after the Revolution,’’ in Beyond the American Revolution: Explorations in the History of American Radicalism, ed. Alfred. F. Young (DeKalb, IL, 1993), 237; Kulikoff, British Peasants, 203–205, 255–92.
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New York fall outside this framework, they play an integral role in the formation of the new country. Notwithstanding the role played by squatters and yeomen in structuring the politics of the new United States, tenants also occupied the rural landscape and, because of their particular relationship to the land, they understood the Revolution differently. Those differences became disputes over the meaning of the Revolution that influenced the kind of communities people sought to establish in the countryside of the early republic where, as Gary Nash noted, tenancy ‘‘held large numbers of farmers in poverty’s grip.’’5







Tenancy thrived in New York’s Hudson Valley and a large part of northern Virginia throughout the Revolutionary period. Tenancy was more than just a stage for people to pass through on their way to becoming freeholders. Instead, the numbers, prevalence, and persistence of tenancy indicate it was an integral part of the North American landscape, which remained significant throughout westward expansion. Freeholders, meanwhile, feared falling into tenancy in large part because they saw it as a condition they could not escape easily. In the Hudson Valley, landlords’ virtual monopoly of arable land drove land prices so high that people of modest means were forced into tenancy. By the time the British marched on Concord, the Cortlandts, Philipses, and Beekmans had leased most of the approximately 270,000 acres they owned in the southern valley to roughly 430 tenant households. To the north, the Livingstons had filled much of their 160,000-acre New York estate with nearly 470 tenant households, and they sought more land and new tenants. Over much the same period, nearly 2,100 new tenants joined the several hundred tenants already living on the Van Rensselaers’ one-million-acre estate; there was plenty of room for more.6 5. Gary B. Nash, ‘‘Poverty and Politics in Early American History,’’ in Down and Out in Early America, ed. Billy G. Smith (University Park, PA, 2004), 6. 6. Kim, Landlord and Tenant, makes that point, as do others; Richard L. Bushman, ‘‘Massachusetts Farmers and the Revolution,’’ in Society, Freedom, and Conscience: The American Revolution in Virginia, Massachusetts, and New York, ed. Richard M. Jellison (New York, 1976), 77–124. Paul Wallace Gates offers a different view in ‘‘Tenants of the Log Cabin,’’ Mississippi Valley Historical Review 49 (Jun. 1962), 3–31; and Gates, ‘‘Land Policy and Tenancy in the Prairie States,’’ Journal of Economic History 1 (May 1941), 60–82; Livingston Manor Rent Book, 1767–1787, New-York Historical Society, New York City (hereafter NYHS); Lists
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For prospective farmers in the northern portion of Virginia, as in the Hudson Valley, renting land from someone like Landon Carter or the Fairfaxes may have been the only way to acquire land suitable for tobacco and wheat production. In 1773, for example, the Fairfaxes had nearly 580 tenants in Northumberland County alone. That number dipped to approximately 530 in 1778, but was more than compensated for by the roughly 939 Fairfax tenants who in 1781 lived in Culpepper County on the eastern edge of the Appalachian Mountains. Robert Carter, for his part, leased out nearly 54,353 acres in Loudoun, Fairfax, Prince William, and Frederick counties to some 113 tenants on his land. George Washington, who lived near Thomas Lord Fairfax and was related to the family by marriage, planned to populate land he had acquired in the Ohio Valley with about 300 tenants in the late colonial period. In sum, nearly one-third of Virginia’s rural population north of the Rappahanock River rented the land they farmed and inhabited.7 Most of these tenants signed leases that provided them some measure of stability on the leasehold. Landlords’ promises of long leases at relatively low rates lured prospective tenants into the backbreaking labor of turning the North American countryside into European-style farmland. On Livingston Manor, most tenants signed leases for three lives; on nearby Rensselaerswyck, most tenants signed leases that lasted ‘‘for ever,’’ although it is clear that the Van Rensselaers never meant to relin-



of Leases in Boxes 36 and 84, and Abraham Ten Broeck’s Lease Ledger, box 84, in Van Rensselaer Manor Papers (hereafter VRMP), New York State Library, Manuscripts and Special Collections, Albany, New York (hereafter NYSL); Kim, Landlord and Tenant, 238; Reeve Huston, Land and Freedom: Rural Society, Popular Protest, and Party Politics in Antebellum New York (New York, 2000), 13–29; Humphrey, Land and Liberty, 58–59, 100–102. 7. ‘‘A Rental for Northumberland County for the Year 1773,’’ and ‘‘Rent Roll for Northumberland County, 1778,’’ both in the Preston Davie Papers, 1750– 1967, Virginia Historical Society, Richmond, Virginia (hereafter VHS); ‘‘List of Rents 1770,’’ and ‘‘Number of Acres of Land in Loudoun, Prince William, Fairfax, and Frederick,’’ 1783, both in the Robert Carter Family Papers, 1651–1861, VHS; Robert Carter’s Land Book, 1789, Carter Family Papers, VHS; George Washington to Henry Riddell, Mar. 1, 1774, Writings of Washington, 3: 193–94; Bliss, ‘‘Tenancy in Virginia,’’ 427–41; Jackson Turner Main, ‘‘The Distribution of Property in Post-Revolutionary Virginia,’’ Mississippi Valley Historical Review 41 (Sept. 1954), 241–58; Jefferson to Randolph, Mar. 18, 1783, Farm Book, 161; Holton, Forced Founders, 175–185; McDonnell, Politics of War, 175–215.
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quish their ownership of the land, reserving the right to reenter leaseholds where tenants failed to fulfill their lease stipulations. Virginian landlords also offered relatively long leases. The Fairfaxes, for example, usually granted leases for two or three lives, but they usually required tenants to pay rent in sterling. Robert Carter offered similarly long leases before the 1750s but switched to shorter leases late in the colonial period to maximize income by increasing rent with each new tenant. The rent landlords expected varied with the size of the lot, the quality of the land, its improved or unimproved condition, and the lot’s proximity to markets, mills, and roads. The average tenant on Livingston Manor in the second half of the eighteenth century leased approximately 118 acres and paid, on average, £3 13s sterling. Tenants on Rensselaerswyck leased on average roughly 139 acres and paid roughly £3 3s sterling. Most tenants in New York had agreed to pay rent with winter wheat, not cash, but usually delivered whatever surplus goods they had available. Tenants in Virginia usually rented between 100 and 150 acres and, while some landlords expected tenants’ rent in tobacco or wheat, others expected hard currency, gold, or silver, putting an extra burden on tenants who had to scrape together hard money. Virginia landlords, moreover, rarely altered their rent expectations as farmers throughout the region shifted from tobacco to wheat. Robert Carter usually required tenants who paid rent with tobacco to deliver roughly 530 pounds, or £3 to £4 sterling, per 100 to 150 acres rented. Wheat farmers usually sold their crop and paid in cash. On Thomas Fairfax’s land in Northumberland County, nearly 80 percent of the 531 tenants in 1778 rented an average of just 107 acres, while the top 20 percent leased nearly 600 acres each. Overall, these tenants paid approximately 2 shillings 6 pence sterling per 100 acres. Tenants in less developed regions west of the Appalachian Mountains rented more land but usually paid the same rate.8 8. Livingston Manor Leases, Rolls 7 and 8, Livingston–Redmond Papers, 13 rolls of microfilm, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York (herafter LRP); Livingston Rent Ledger, NYHS; Rensselaerswyck Leases, Boxes 36, 84, and 86, VRMP; Rensselaerswyck Ledger A of Rents, 1767–1789, NYSL; ‘‘Rent Roll for Northumberland County, 1778,’’ Preston Davie Papers, VHS; Rent Account Book, 1737–1750, Papers of the Fairfax Family, Alderman Library, Special Collections, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia; ‘‘Quit Rents in Account with the Right Honbl. Thomas Lord Fairfax,’’ County of Berkeley [Virginia, now West Virginia], 1780, including ‘‘Maidstone’’ in National Genealogical Society Quarterly 20 (June 1932), 33–51; the leases for John Rousaic (175?) and
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In Virginia, some tenants leased slaves, thus increasing their rates, while some planters leased enslaved people to avoid either selling or manumitting them when they switched from tobacco production to grain. Other planters, however, leased slaves to generate extra revenue. During the Revolution, John Mercer implored his agent Battaile Muse to find someone to rent his land and slaves while he was fighting the war, offering prospective tenants a slave and the land they could work for a yearly rent of sixteen pounds of tobacco per hand. After the war, Thomas Jefferson hoped to alleviate his mounting debt by renting his land and slaves, not by selling them. He refused to ‘‘willingly sell the slaves as long as there remains any prospect of paying debts with their labour.’’9 Although landlords required tenants to pay rent annually, many tenants missed their payments. Farming was unpredictable, and the imperial crisis and war against Britain made things worse. In the late 1760s and early 1770s, Virginian tenants had gained access to expanding markets in nearby ports such as Alexandria, but as a consequence their landlords in Loudoun County increased the rent. Tenants considered the increases unfair but counted on the new trade to meet the steeper demands. But in late 1775 rent returns were dropping, and by Christmas over seventy tenants had signed a petition complaining they could not meet their rent payments because Revolutionaries’ boycotts had choked off access to markets. Some landlords and their agents, such as Lund Washington, did not press for rent. Others, like Richard Henry Lee, took the personal property of delinquent tenants and auctioned it to cover the debts. Still others threatened to evict tenants in arrears, a perfectly legal procedure but one that further antagonized already angry tenants.10 Peter Hanger (1766), Papers of the Fairfax Family, Alderman Library; George Washington, List of Tenants, 1786, George Washington Papers, General Correspondence, 1697–1799, Library of Congress, Washington, DC (hereafter LC); Bliss, ‘‘Tenancy in Virginia,’’ 427–41. 9. John Mercer to Battaile Muse, Aug. 8, 1782, Battaile Muse Papers, 1731– 1891 [1777–1800], Marsh Farm (Berkeley County, Virginia, now Jefferson County, West Virginia). Also Culpepper, Fauquier, Frederick, and Loudoun counties, Virginia (Frederick, MD, 1987), 10 rolls of microfilm from Records of Ante-Bellum Southern Plantations from the Revolution through the Civil War, series F, reels 20–29, Muse Papers; Jefferson to Lewis, July 29, 1787, Farm Book, 161–62. 10. ‘‘Petition to the Sundry Inhabitants of Loudoun County,’’ Revolutionary Virginia: The Road to Independence, ed. William J. Van Schreeven and Robert L. Scribner (7 vols., Charlottesville, VA, 1973–1983), 7: 325–26; Lund Washington to George Washington, Dec. 30, 1775, Papers of Washington, 2: 620–21; Michael
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Rent returns dropped in New York too. The Livingstons and Van Rensselaers saw wartime returns decline to their lowest points in the second half of the eighteenth century as British and Revolutionary troops took food from already struggling tenants. Conditions in the southern Hudson Valley deteriorated early in the war as soldiers from both armies plundered belongings, took cattle, and stole crops, leaving the war-weary tenants beaten, ‘‘obsequious,’’ and ‘‘subservient.’’ These ravenous, merciless armies turned a productive region into a wasteland and left the inhabitants with weeds and ruin, unable to pay rent.11 In Virginia in 1775, James Cleveland responded to threats of physical violence and economic deprivation by encouraging his neighbors to stop paying their rent and other outstanding debts. Cleveland was a tenant who began working for George Washington as an overseer in the 1760s and, like other tenants, relied on trading his goods in nearby markets to raise cash to pay his rent. In the winter of 1774–75 with market prospects dimming, Cleveland agreed to oversee the improvement of approximately 10,990 acres along the Ohio and the Kanawha Rivers, which Washington had patented in December 1772. Under Virginia law, patented land had to be improved within three years or the owner had to surrender it, and Washington wanted to secure his title to the land by having Cleveland work it.12 Washington’s interest in land west of the Appalachians began long before 1772, and from the beginning he saw a role for tenants in developing it. As a young man in 1748, Washington went on a journey to the Shenandoah Valley with George William Fairfax to survey land owned by Thomas Fairfax, who intended to lease it. Within ten years, Washington had acquired land in the same region and, by the late 1750s, was receiving tobacco as rent from his tenants. By the middle 1760s, Washington began to think about replacing his slaves with tenants. For him, the switch made good economic and political sense. The persistence



A. McDonnell and Woody Holton, ‘‘Patriot vs. Patriot: Social Conflict in Virginia and the Origins of the American Revolution,’’ Journal of American Studies 34 (Aug. 2000), 244–46. 11. Livingston Manor Rent Book, NYHS; Rensselaerswyck Ledger A of Rents, NYSL; Timothy Dwight, Travels in New England and New York, ed. Barbara M. Solomon (4 vols., 1821–1822; Cambridge, MA, 1969), 3: 345–46; Sung Bok Kim, ‘‘The Limits of Politicization in the American Revolution,’’ Journal of American History 80 (Dec. 1993), 880–82; Humphrey, Land and Liberty, 84–91. 12. Holton, Forced Founders, 177–80; McDonnell, Politics of War, 175–215.
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of slavery was inhibiting the development of Virginia’s arable land and preventing immigration west, and Washington, like other planters, was already shifting from tobacco to grain, which could be produced by tenants at virtually no cost to the landowner. On the eve of the Revolution, Washington planned to ‘‘import’’ immigrants from the Palatinate, Scotland, or Ireland to farm his land. These immigrants ultimately became tenants, with twenty-one-year leases at an annual rent of £4 sterling per hundred acres, but started as indentured servants who worked the land until they paid Washington’s cost of bringing them over and setting them up as farmers. The plan floundered initially, but Washington revived it in 1784.13 In January 1775, Washington instructed James Cleveland to travel west to the Ohio and Kanawha valleys and prepare the land for farming and livestock. He also wanted Cleveland and the servants he employed to build a mill for grinding corn or as an iron works. Facilities such as mills made the land more attractive to prospective tenants. These improvements also satisfied requirements in Virginia law that required landowners to improve their land within three years of patenting it or risk losing it, which gave them, as far as Washington was concerned, the highest value ‘‘in proportion to the work.’’ Cleveland, who expected to receive £100 sterling for his labors, set off west in January 1775. Washington expected him to finish by December, but soon after taking the job, Cleveland became ill and temporarily relinquished the post. He had recovered by April 1775, and began sending Washington the periodic updates the general had requested, and by November he and his crew had cleared forests, and planted peach trees, corn, and potatoes.14 By year’s end, Cleveland thought he had fulfilled his part of the agree13. ‘‘Journey over the Mountains, 1748,’’ Writings of Washington, 1: 5–10; Humphrey Knight to George Washington, Aug. 23, 1758, Letters to Washington and Accompanying Papers Published by the Society of the Colonial Dame of America, ed. Stanislaus Murray Hamilton (Boston, MA, 1898–1902), 3: 48–49; George Washington to Henry Riddell, Feb. 22, 1774, and same to same, Mar. 1, 1774, Writings of Washington, 3: 187–90, 193–94; ‘‘ADVERTISEMENT,’’ Mar. 10, 1784, Writings of Washington, 27: 353–56. 14. ‘‘Instructions for James Cleveland,’’ Jan. 10, 1775, ‘‘Instructions for James Cleveland,’’ no date, but probably Mar. 6, 1775, and ‘‘Instructions for William Stevens,’’ Mar. 6, 1775, Writings of Washington, 3: 256–59, 260–61, 268–72, quote on 269; Cleveland to George Washington, Apr. 10, 1775, Letters to Washington; Cleveland to George Washington, Nov. 16, 1775, Washington Papers, LC.
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ment and sought payment. Washington, however, worried that Cleveland either exaggerated or lied about the amount of work he had done, and ordered his cousin, Lund Washington, to pay Cleveland in paper money instead of sterling. Cleveland was counting on paying rent with sterling, and the paper money had little, if any, real value. Cleveland had few prospects for raising money and, after spending months away from his farm, had no crops to sell. Meanwhile, boycotts against the British closed off the markets where Cleveland and other tenants usually sold goods for the cash they needed for rent. Facing such dire circumstances, Cleveland undertook a rent strike.15 Cleveland’s strike mushroomed into a general strike against all debts. In November 1775, George Rae of Norfolk complained that dissidents in and around Williamsburg were encouraging 1,300 to 1,400 ‘‘lawless Banditti’’—yeoman and tenant farmers—to stop paying any outstanding debts, and pointing to the cruelty of their landlords who expected tenants to pay ‘‘Rents when there is no market for the produce of their Land.’’ By late December 1775, Lund Washington saw ‘‘very little hopes of Collctg money from Tenants.’’ Tenants would not pay, and agents, fearing for their safety, were reluctant to collect. Washington’s regular rent collector, Mr. Bailey, doubled his fees for venturing into the increasingly dangerous countryside. Lund Washington never considered collecting the rent himself, and grew so anxious that he refused to leave Mount Vernon for fear that rebels might take over the plantation or destroy it.16 Social discontent rapidly turned into political discontent. In February 1776, ‘‘General’’ Cleveland, as Lund Washington derisively called him, closed courts in Battecourt and Fincastle to prevent justices from issuing and delivering writs of eviction and confiscation. Faced with mounting antagonism from the insurgents, Virginia’s Revolutionary Committeemen summoned some of the leaders to appear before the committee, who, in turn, snubbed them and threatened to remove them from the assembly.17 15. Lund Washington to George Washington, Dec. 30, 1775, Papers of Washington, 2: 621. 16. George Rae to John Rae, Norfolk, Nov. 7, 1775, Revolutionary Virginia, 4:337–38; Lund Washington to George Washington, Dec. 30, 1775, and Feb. 15 and 29, 1776, Papers of Washington, 2: 621; 3: 317; 3: 395; Holton and McDonnell, ‘‘Patriot vs. Patriot,’’ 245–46. 17. Lund Washington to George Washington, Dec. 30, 1775, Papers of Washington, 2: 621.
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The Revolutionary leadership compounded the problem by trying to convince these protesters to fight against Britain, but they responded, often resentfully, in class and racial terms. Cleveland saw ‘‘no inducement for a poor man to Fight, for he has nothing to defence.’’ The ‘‘Poor People’’ of the region had as much, if not more, to fear from landlords turned Revolutionaries as they did from the British army. Revolutionary landlords had, after all, confiscated tenants’ goods to cover back rent and, when that failed to convince other tenants to pay up, had evicted delinquents. Poorer farmers in Lunenburg in the southern part of Virginia echoed these sentiments. They were but ‘‘poor men with families that are Incapable of Support[ing] [th]emselves.’’ If they went to fight, they worried they would return home to find their ‘‘Wives & Children dispers’d up & down the Country abeg[g]ing, or at home aSlaving.’’ For white rural Virginians living in a slave society, nothing could be worse.18 These complaints took on even greater urgency after the Virginia convention passed a statewide land tax to accelerate the transition of the militia from volunteer units to minutemen. The tax made perfect sense to elite Revolutionaries, who were trying to fund the war, but tenants and small farmers found it politically and economically oppressive, recoiling at the provision that ‘‘bound the Tenants to pay all Land Taxe’s.’’ For most cash-strapped tenants and farmers, the tax was too much to ask, so they refused to pay. By April 1776, forty-three of Virginia’s counties, nearly two-thirds of the state, had not paid.19 That spring, Virginia’s Revolutionaries began taking steps to quell the insurrection. In March 1776, they secretly moved a regiment of militiamen from Pittsylvania County into position to suppress the uprising if it became an armed rebellion, preferring to bring in outside forces for fear that militiamen from Loudoun County would refuse to attack their neighbors. Revolutionaries also organized a network of alarms in case



18. First quote from Revolutionary Virginia, 6: 166–67, n. 8; second from Michael A. McDonnell, ‘‘Popular Mobilization and Political Culture in Revolutionary Virginia: The Failure of the Minutemen and the Revolution from Below,’’ Journal of American History 85 (Dec. 1998), 967. 19. ‘‘Petition of the Sundry Inhabitants of Loudoun County,’’ Revolutionary Virginia, 7: 325–26; James Cleveland, ibid, 6: 166–67, n. 8; McDonnell, ‘‘Popular Mobilization,’’ 946–81.
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the discontent became either violent or pro-British. By May, in face of the actions, the insurgency faded.20 Virginian Revolutionaries had escaped violent confrontation with rural insurgents, but in New York the threat of insurgency helped split Loyalists from Revolutionaries and shaped the politics of Revolution in the state. From the start of the conflict, New York landlords worried that disgruntled tenants would organize militant networks to fight with the British, while as landlords in the Hudson Valley split over their political allegiances they tried to bring their tenants with them. In large part, landlords in New York made their political choices based on which side they thought would best protect their claims to property. Frederick Philipse and Beverly Robinson, who owned land in the southern valley, both joined the British quickly. Meanwhile, to the north, Philip Schuyler soon chose Revolution over the king and Britain. Robert R. Livingston, however, openly debated the Revolution with his kin for weeks before making a reluctant decision, recognizing they could lose everything if they chose the wrong side. But they all feared that their tenants would join the opposite side and try to take their land. Landlords in New York thus joined different sides in the Revolution but for similar reasons, knowing they needed the support of their tenants. While they worried about their tenants’ loyalties, New York landlords were wrong to assume that the tenants opposed them. Most preferred to remain neutral, thereby avoiding potentially hazardous political choices, but their seeming indecision worried landlords. Even though not all tenants sided against them, landlord Revolutionaries had enough worries, and by the time they declared their independence from Britain, landlord Revolutionaries had real concerns about an emergent network of militant tenants.21 The range of opposition flustered Revolutionaries. While Virginians could focus on James Cleveland, New Yorkers feared any number of angry tenants who had been challenging landlordism since the early 20. Lund Washington to George Washington, Mar. 7, 1776, Papers of Washington, 3: 432; ‘‘Proceedings of the Virginia Committee of Safety,’’ Feb. 21, Mar. 2, Mar. 6, Mar. 7, Mar. 20, Apr. 2, 1776, Van Schreeven, ed., Revolutionary Virginia, 6: 122, 164, 175, 180, 231, 306. 21. Kim, ‘‘The Limits of Politicization’’; Cre`vecoeur, Letters from an American Farmer, 198; and Countryman, A People in Revolution, 116–123.
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1760s. By September 1776, shortly after the British made New York City their headquarters, Revolutionary leaders worried that a network of insurgents was organizing an uprising to coincide with a rumored British invasion that would cut off New England from the rest of the colonies. To uncover the network and break up the scheme, they began interrogating tenants. The Livingston Manor Committee quickly learned that Jury Wheeler, a tenant on Livingston Manor, had threatened to shoot the captain of his local militia unit, John Elliot, if forced to march. Wheeler feared that his family might not survive if he were killed in battle, a concern echoed by rural people throughout the Revolutionary countryside. But, digging deeper, the Committee discovered Wheeler’s links to a ‘‘Number of Disaffectd persons’’ who vowed to strike ‘‘some Blow’’ against Revolutionaries at the ‘‘Very first Favourable Opportunity.’’ Further inquiries only stoked the Committeemen’s fears. Andries Reese, another Livingston Manor tenant, alleged that Wheeler and others had signed a ‘‘Kings Book’’ to show their support for the British. To prevent these insurgents from instigating rebellion, anxious Committeemen sent fifty militiamen to the northeast corner of Livingston Manor, where many of them lived.22 The insurgents continued to prepare so they would be ready to join the British when they invaded the region. Rumors of such an invasion of the region circulated throughout New York in the winter of 1776–77 and, although the intentions of the British military leadership remained unclear, the veracity of the rumor was less important than its existence. Believing that the British planned on driving either south from Canada or north from New York City, or both, converging on Albany, the insurgents intended to be ready, and they spent the winter amassing what arms and munitions they could find. Revolutionaries, however, controlled most of the guns in the area, so some tenant insurgents borrowed muskets, powder, and ball from neighbors under the pretext of hunting, while others stole powder hidden by Revolutionaries. Some even swam



22. ‘‘The Minutes of the Committee of Safety of Livingston Manor,’’ Sept. 30, Oct. 1, and Oct. 7, 1776, 325–26, and 328–29; and Historic Memoirs, 2: Oct. 19, 1776, 26; Alice P. Kenney, ‘‘The Albany Dutch: Loyalists and Patriots,’’ New York History 42 (1961), 340; Lynd, ‘‘The Tenant Rising at Livingston Manor,’’ 169–170; Calendar of Historical Manuscripts, Relating to the War of the Revolution, ed. Berthold Fernow (2 vols., Albany, NY, 1868), 1: 197, May 22, 1777.
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into the cold Hudson River to scrape lead for musket balls from the nets stretched across the river to block passage of British ships.23 Despite resourcefulness bordering on desperation, insurgents on Livingston Manor remained poorly armed, and to have any hope of succeeding would have needed to surprise their opponents. But scouring the countryside for weapons likely aroused suspicions, and news of the insurgent activities had probably reached Revolutionary landlords before they acquired concrete proof of the rebel plans from a ‘‘Dying Man in Ulster County,’’ which the Livingston Manor Committee of Safety corroborated by late March while interrogating suspicious tenants. But landlord Revolutionaries had tipped their hand, and insurgents, learning that tenants were being questioned about the uprising, grew desperate and started the rebellion early. Not all insurgents took up arms at the same time and, worse, the British army would not invade for many weeks. Revolutionaries took advantage of the miscue, turned their information and muskets against their opponents, and routed them.24 To fight the insurgents, landlord Revolutionaries called out a militia composed of tenants drawn from Livingston and Rensselaerswyck Manors, and requested help from a militia unit of freeholders from western Massachusetts. New Englanders, however, had long despised both New York landlords, who wanted to make them tenants, and tenants themselves, who personified New Englanders’ fears of encroaching landlordism. Most of all, Massachusetts militiamen loathed insurgent tenants because they undermined Revolutionaries’ success against Britain. Given the go ahead, New England militiamen began attacking insurgent and peaceful tenants indiscriminately in the hopes of defeating the dual threats of landlordism and Loyalism. The fighting turned so violent that 23. Thomas Anderson’s testimony, June 24, 1777, and William Merfield’s testimony against Arneout Viele, June 24, 1777, Calendar of Historical Manuscripts, 1: 198, and 193–94; Historic Memoirs, 2: 3, 6, May 10 and 12, 1777, 127–34; Journals of the Provincial Congress, Provincial Convention, Committee of Safety and Council of Safety of the State of New-York (2 vols., Albany, NY, 1842), 1: 909–10, and 2: 247; Lynd, ‘‘The Tenant Rising at Livingston Manor,’’ 171–75. 24. Margaret Livingston to Reverend Westerlo, May 10, 1777, Van Rensselaer Family Papers, The Arnold Collection, Albany Institute of History and Art, Albany, New York (hereafter AIHA); Historic Memoirs, 2: May 10 and 12, 1777, 132 and 134; ‘‘Examination of Tories,’’ Calendar of Historical Manuscripts, 1: 193–94; Journals of the Provincial Congress, 2: 474; Countryman, A People in Revolution, 151–52.
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by the first week of May 1777 insurgent and peaceful tenants were turning to Revolutionary landlords for protection from predatory Massachusetts militiamen, thus forcing landlords to defend both peaceful and insurgent tenants. By the second week of May, vanquished rioters began surrendering to save themselves and their families. Their attempts to turn the Revolution to their advantage had failed.25







New York and Virginian Revolutionaries defeated the physical threats posed by tenant rebels, but insurgents infused the Revolution with new meanings elite Revolutionaries had to confront. For elite Revolutionaries, although independence meant liberty from Britain, it entailed more. For men such as Robert Livingston, Jr. and George Washington, independence depended on preserving their place atop the social and political order. For rural insurgents such as James Cleveland and Jury Wheeler, on the other hand, independence meant an autonomous political voice, a more equitable society, and, most importantly, freedom from landlordism. But the rural insurgents in Virginia and New York were not levelers: They never intended to overthrow their society or the system. Instead, they wanted to free themselves of unfair taxation, constrained economic relations, and political oppression. This would require owning land, which, at least in Virginia and New York, meant taking property and political power from landlords. The irony of insurgents in both states seeking to achieve their goals through social rebellion was an unintended consequence of revolution in a civil society deeply divided by politics and class. The uprisings also demonstrated that Revolutionaries needed support from rural whites to win independence, which, in turn, meant that Revolutionaries had to figure out what insurgents really wanted. Although this did not take long, it confronted Revolutionaries with a dilemma. Elite Revolutionaries knew that support among rural whites was predicated on offering them land. But neither New York nor Virginian Revolutionaries intended giving up any of the land, or the power it offered, that they were fighting the British to protect. Instead, they would have to find



25. Historic Memoirs, 2: 134, and 128–34; Lynd, ‘‘The Tenant Rising at Livingston Manor,’’ 174–75; Countryman, A People in Revolution, 151–52; Humphrey, Land and Liberty, 102–7.
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other lands to ensure rural white support, so Revolutionaries expropriated land from Native Americans or confiscated it from Loyalists. In New York, Revolutionaries tied land directly to military service. Nearly a year after the uprising on Livingston Manor, in April 1778, New York’s Revolutionary leaders passed a law granting each ‘‘class’’ of men, first set at fifteen men but later expanded to thirty-five, land and money payment if all members showed up for service fully armed. Consequently, some 280 men joined local militias raised on Livingston Manor during the rest of the war. The offer of money and land proved an effective recruitment tool, attracting poorer men from the Hudson Valley to serve in local militias.26 New York Revolutionaries intended giving soldiers land in western New York that was, at the time, part of Iroquoia, so it had to be taken from Natives, a process that began in 1777 when a new state constitution gave New Yorkers the exclusive authority to buy the land of friendly and hostile Natives. New Yorkers did not care that the claim contradicted a national policy guaranteeing the land rights of Natives friendly to the Revolution. They sought to expropriate as much Indian land as possible, regardless of allegiances. When that policy proved inadequate, New Yorkers began to take land from Natives. Vicious fighting had plagued New York as Loyalists and Revolutionaries tried to woo the region’s white and Native inhabitants. The brutal battle at Oriskany in 1777, for example, inflamed lingering enmity, prompting each side to perpetrate atrocities they later blamed on each other. The battles were so bloody in part because Natives and New Yorkers split over their political alliances. The British used their longstanding relationship with the Iroquois to secure white support for the king. Meanwhile, Revolutionaries pressured the Oneida and Natives in the Hudson Valley such as the Stockbridge to break away from the powerful Iroquois Nation and join the rebellion. New York Revolutionaries wanted to use the resultant divisions to drive all Natives off their land, and supported a 1779 campaign led by John Sullivan and James Clinton designed to end Iroquois opposition. While Revolutionaries rampaged their way through central New York, they were coveting the fertile land they marched across and hoping that victory over the British would make it available to white farmers. New York Revolutionaries even received



26. Berthold Fernow, ed., New York in the Revolution (Albany, NY, 1887), 2.
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help from their enemies. By 1781, for example, combined British and Iroquois forces had compelled nearly all the Oneida to seek shelter in squalid refugee camps near Schenectady.27 When outright violence failed to drive Natives from their land, New Yorkers legislated expropriation. In 1782, New York’s assembly annexed 1.5 million acres from the Cayuga and Onondagas with the express intent of giving that land to soldiers in return for military service. The following year, the state urged Oneidas to move west to land New York had taken from Senecas. By then, however, the Oneidas had offered sanctuary to Natives displaced by war. The Stockbridge, for example, moved from the Hudson Valley to live with Senecas on land Oneidas claimed. The Oneidas also leased land to whites both to generate revenue and secure their claim to the land in a way that white New Yorkers would understand. As the effectiveness of the federal government diminished in the 1780s, New Yorkers outmaneuvered Massachusetts’s legislators and cemented their claims to the Oneidas’ land, and, by the end of the decade, white New Yorkers were moving past the Finger Lakes to the eastern edge of the Genesee Valley.28 New York Revolutionaries’ attempts to open Native land to white colonization reduced discontent among tenants in the northern valley, but tenants in the southern valley remained disgruntled. They wanted independence to mean freedom from their landlords, who had become Loyalists. In October 1778, 448 petitioners demanded that New York follow the example of other states by confiscating and auctioning off Loyalists’ estates. Two legislators, Egbert Benson and Dirck Brinkerhoff, took opposing stances. Benson, who represented landlords, worried that confiscating Loyalists’ property might encourage the confiscation of wealthy 27. Karim Tiro, ‘‘A Civil War?: Rethinking Iroquois Participation in the American Revolution,’’ Explorations in Early American Culture 4 (2000), 148–65; Robert W. Venables, ‘‘Tryon County,’’ in The Other New York: The American Revolution beyond New York City, 1763–1787, ed. Joseph S. Tiedemann and Eugene R. Fingerhut (Albany, NY, 2005), 187–91; Alan Taylor, The Divided Ground: Indians, Settlers, and the Northern Borderland of the American Revolution (New York, 2006), 97–102, 143–45. 28. Matthew Dennis, ‘‘Sorcery and Sovereignty: Senecas, Citizens, and the Contest for Power and Authority on the Frontiers of the Early American Republic,’’ in New World Orders: Violence, Sanction, and Authority in the Early Americas, ed. John Smolenski and Thomas J. Humphrey (Philadelphia, PA, 2005), 179–93; Taylor, Divided Ground, 150–166, 195–97.
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Revolutionaries’ property. Brinkerhoff, who represented tenants and yeomen, pushed for confiscation, and then redistribution, of Loyalists’ land. He knew that redistributing land would lead to a redistribution of political power, and this worried the men Benson represented. Despite their political disagreements, both men realized that changes were coming that they could better shape if they controlled the confiscation and sales of Loyalist property.29 Laws passed in 1779 and 1780 offered people living on confiscated land the first chance to buy or lease it. Qualified tenants could preempt the public auction of land by proving their loyalty to the Revolution and their residence on the property. Unoccupied land, or land occupied by tenants with suspect loyalties, was to be sold in open auctions that the government advertised six weeks ahead of time. Purchasers had to pay one-third of the cost of the land at sale and the rest in one year. When no title was available, the law stipulated that ‘‘Possession must be . . . sufficient Evidence of Right’’ ownership.30 Few tenants could raise the money they needed to buy the land under this plan, as well as pay off their outstanding debts. Revolutionaries refused to let tenants escape the debts they owed, even to Loyalists, thus preventing many tenants from completing their purchases. In Dutchess County, for example, 94 of Beverly Robinson’s tenants tried to buy their land in 1781, but because they could not pay their outstanding debts had to leave their leaseholds and move to land New York was trying to expropriate from the Iroquois.



29. ‘‘Petition of Simon Calkins and Others,’’ Sept. 2, 1779, quoted in Staughton Lynd, ‘‘Who Should Rule at Home? Dutchess County, New York, in the American Revolution,’’ William and Mary Quarterly 18 (July 1961), 346; Advertisements for Loyalist land in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Vermont in the New York Packet, May 20, July 1 and 2, Sept. 1779; Requests for rent from Robert G. Livingston, Oct. 20 and Dec. 10, 1778, Aug. 19 and Sept. 2, 1779, New York Packet; and Thomas Tillotson to Livingston, Dec. 13, 1779; Livingston to John Jay, Mar. 4, 1779; letters from Egbert Benson to Livingston, Feb. 20 and Mar. 20, 1778, both in Robert R. Livingston Papers, roll 1 of 52, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York (hereafter RRLP); and Countryman, A People in Revolution, 184–86, 206–9, and 245–49. 30. Robert Benson to Henry Livingston, Jr., Aug. 3, 1780, Dutchess County, MSC. MSS., ‘‘D’’ (NYHS); ‘‘The Clause of a Law which instructs the Commissioners from Leasing Lands,’’ and leases, in the Dutchess County MSC. MSS., ‘‘D’’ (NYHS); Humphrey, Land and Liberty, 88–91.
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Legislators changed the laws late in the war, and again after it, to enable more tenants to buy and keep their leaseholds. The new law, like the old one, stipulated that buyers had to demonstrate their loyalty to the Revolution and their residence on the land throughout the war. They still had to pay one-third the price at sale, and remit the remainder in one year, and they had to continue to support the new nation. By 1784, tenants loyal to the Revolution who held any kind of lease for a lot had the first chance to buy it, and many took advantage of the opportunity. Of the 287 people on land confiscated from Frederick Philips, 194 (68 percent) bought their leaseholds.31 Even though New York Revolutionaries took as much land from Natives as possible and redistributed Loyalists’ land in the southern valley, tenancy persisted in the new state because Revolutionary landlords drew their political power from their estates. The Livingstons, for example, struggled to keep their estate intact, and shaped the confiscation of Loyalists’ estates through their legislative influence. Once the war was over, they sought to increase the number of tenants on Livingston Manor. More tenants equaled more income, and the population of the manor increased from approximately 4,600 people to roughly 7,400 by the end of the century. Rent returns grew too. The Van Rensselaers did much the same thing, but on a larger scale; they has lost some property during the Revolutionary settlement but kept enough, nearly 750,000 acres, to settle approximately 3,360 new tenants by the end of the century. More tenants, of course, meant more income for the Van Rensselaers.32



31. ‘‘The Comparative view of the Increases of B. Robinson’s Rents from 1755 to 1777,’’ in his Loyalist Claim, PR AO 12, vol. 21, David Library, Washington’s Crossing, PA; Leases offered by the Commissioners of Sequestration, Dutchess County, MSC. MSS., ‘‘D,’’ NYHS; Robert Gilbert Livingston to Gilbert Livingston, Mar.1781, RRLP, roll 1; Lynd, ‘‘The Revolution and the Common Man,’’ 119–124; Countryman, A People in Revolution, 110–11, 118–20, 144–46, 205–9; Harry B. Yoshpe, The Disposition of Loyalist Estates in the Southern District of the State of New York (New York, 1939), Table 2, 139–47; the ‘‘Rent Roll of Col. Frederick Philips’s Estate, 1776–1784,’’ 74–78; Beatrice G. Reubens, ‘‘PreEmptive Rights in the Disposition of a Confiscated Estate,’’ William and Mary Quarterly 22 (July 1965), 447–48. 32. Livingston Manor Rent Book, 1767–1787, NYHS; Rensselaerswyck Leases, 1779 to 1797, ‘‘Lists of Tenants on Rensselaerswyck on the east side of Hudson’s River,’’ Box 86, VRMP; Leases in boxes 36 and 84, VRMP; Abraham Ten Broeck’s Lease Ledger, box 84, VRMP; Kim, Landlord and Tenant, 238.
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Not all landlords behaved the same way. Some sought to sell their land. The Livingstons, for example, kept Livingston Manor but sold land they owned elsewhere in the state. Philip Schuyler likewise sold land in the Hudson Valley to finance endeavors such as a canal to link land in western New York to markets in the Hudson Valley. Schuyler also sold land to avoid renewed conflict with tenants who refused to pay rent, thinking he could recoup his money from the sale, but his plan backfired. Rebellious tenants rejected Schuyler’s terms, refusing to give up land they felt they had earned through the sweat of their labor. When Schuyler tried to have them evicted, they murdered a local sheriff.33 Farmers who moved out of the Hudson Valley to escape tenancy did not always find freeholds. Speculators dominated central New York in the early republic and, while some hoped to sell land, others used their land to generate income. William Cooper, for example, had acquired land to sell it; cash-poor white settlers, however, needed long mortgages so Cooper acted much like a landlord for years. Goldsbrow Banyar made no pretense about his goals. He leased some of the land he owned in Otsego, Delaware, and Schoharie Counties to tenants in the hope that they would improve it and allow him to charge higher rates for it in the future. Banyar was not alone. By 1800, 30 to 40 percent of farmers in Otsego, Schoharie, and Delaware counties leased their land and, although tenants signed long-term leases, landlords never gave up their rights to the land.34 Virginians, like New Yorkers, reinforced the relationship between property and independence by offering land in exchange for service and allegiance to the Revolution. Their efforts to confiscate Loyalists’ land and to open western land to white colonization met with different results. Some elite Virginians considered confiscating Loyalists’ property and selling it to secure the allegiance of potentially disruptive farmers and tenants. Jefferson, however, notably rejected the idea, arguing that confiscation would threaten the public’s belief in property titles. Few of his colleagues agreed because shortly after the war started, the British began offering land to Virginians to fight for the king. In response, Virginia 33. Humphrey, Land and Liberty, 122–26. 34. Alan Taylor, William Cooper’s Town: Power and Persuasion on the Frontier of the Early American Republic (New York, 1995), 44–85; Thomas Summerhill, Harvest of Dissent: Agrarianism in Nineteenth-Century New York (Urbana, IL, 2005), 8–17.
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legislators passed a bill giving county officials the power to confiscate and auction off land owned by anyone who failed to join the Revolution. Later bills included slaves and movable property as well.35 But little property changed hands, and tenancy persisted throughout the settled parts of the state. In the upper district of Fairfax County in 1787, approximately 23 (15 percent) of nearly 152 householders leased land. The number of tenants did not change dramatically over the next ten years. In 1796, approximately 39 (14 percent) of the roughly 279 lots listed in county tax records were leased. Tenants represented a larger percentage of the population in nearby Loudoun County, which likely had the highest rate of tenancy in the state. In 1784, 460 of the 1,225 (37 percent) landholders in the county were tenants.36 As confiscation stalled, Virginian Revolutionaries shifted their perspective. Rather than sell Loyalists’ property, they hoped to secure the allegiance of the lower sorts with the promise of land in the western part of the state—the Kentucky region. Virginians had been struggling to settle the territory of Kentucky since before the war, with the combined forces of antagonistic Natives, British forces, land speculators, and opportunists deterring white migration. Virginians were, however, moving into the region or at least buying land there. But few had registered their claims because the land office was closed. In 1776, the Virginia assembly took steps to secure such claims. After removing from Jefferson’s draft of the Virginia constitution a clause that entitled every male resident of the state to fifty acres if they owned less, legislators granted a preemptive right to anyone living on otherwise unclaimed land in Virginia, including Kentucky. In June 1776, the assembly restated preemption rights, determining that a family could claim up to 400 acres, a limit that rankled 35. Matthews, Radical Politics of Jefferson, 31; Jefferson, ‘‘Draft of Instructions to the Virginia Delegates in the Continental Congress,’’ Jefferson Papers, 1: 122, 132–33; ‘‘Bill for Sequestering British Property,’’ Jan. 13, 1778, Jefferson Papers, 2: 168–70, 279–85; Emory G. Evans, ‘‘Trouble in the Backcountry: Disaffection in Southwest Virginia during the American Revolution,’’ in An Uncivil War: The Southern Backcountry During the American Revolution, ed. Ronald Hoffman, Thad W. Tate, and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville, VA, 1985), 190–92; John E. Selby, The Revolution in Virginia, 1775–1783 (Williamsburg, VA, 1988), 76–77, 132–35, 155–56. 36. Fairfax County Land Tax Records, Upper District, 1787 and 1796, and Loudoun County Land Tax Records, 1784, Library of Virginia, Richmond; McDonnell, Politics of War, 175–215.
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some speculators. Farmers could keep the land if they surveyed it within six years, but they had to start paying taxes immediately. The laws generated revenue for Virginia, while securing the state’s authority over the region by forcing future migrants to register claims with Virginian officials.37 Even if they raised the necessary cash and bought a plot in the western part of the state, migrants faced long, costly, and potentially fatal battles to keep it. Private land companies, speculators, Indians, the British army, and officials and migrants from inside and outside Virginia all competed for land in the region. Meanwhile, Virginia legislators acted in the interests of wealthier speculators, reducing the chances poorer whites had of getting and keeping freeholds. By the middle of the 1780s, speculators controlled most of the land in the western part of the state, including Kentucky, and prices escalated. Purchasers often then had to defend the land they bought from the conflicting claims of absentee landlords and others who asserted title over the property.38 Because few migrants had the money to buy, many prospective freeholders had to rent land. They became the tenants who dominated the early history of Kentucky, a region that became the first new state in what Joyce Appleby defined as the ‘‘hinterland.’’ Over the last fifteen years of the eighteenth century, nearly three-quarters of long-term residents in Bourbon County, Kentucky, remained landless, lost land, or failed to expand their farms. Nearly 20 percent lost some or all of the land they had possessed, but remained in the county as tenants. Throughout Kentucky at the turn of the century, rates of landlessness among householders ranged by county from roughly 30 to a staggering 80 percent. Even though these farmers leased land, they became an integral part of rural economic and political development in the early republic.39 37. William Waller Hening, The Statutes at Large; Being a Collection of all the laws of Virginia, from the First Session the Legislature in the Year 1619 (13 vols.; 1819–23; rep., Charlottesville, VA, 1969), 9: 257–61; Jefferson Papers, 1: 352, 358, 362, and 560, 2: 139, 155–57, and 168–70; C. H. Laub, ‘‘Revolutionary Virginia and the Crown Lands (1775–1783),’’ William and Mary Quarterly 11 (Oct. 1931), 304–14; Teute, ‘‘Land, Liberty, and Labor,’’ 185–86. 38. Gates, ‘‘Tenants of the Log Cabin,’’ 3–9; Evans, ‘‘Trouble in the Backcountry,’’ 190–92; Selby, The Revolution in Virginia, 76–77, 155–56; Bliss, ‘‘Tenancy in Virginia,’’ 432–34; Teute, ‘‘Land, Liberty, and Labor,’’ 188–200. 39. Teute, ‘‘Land, Liberty, and Labor,’’ 281–286 and 253–311.
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The persistence of tenancy in settled territories such as Loudoun County and the Hudson Valley, and the growth of tenancy in new regions such as Kentucky and central and western New York, suggests that historians have overstated the extent to which the American Revolution paved the way for freehold farmers to ascend to political prominence. Some people certainly found the promise of a freehold, and the political independence that went with it, in the land made available to white settlers after the Revolution. Others, however, sought freeholds but found the land already claimed or too expensive, and were forced to rent land they had hoped to buy. The Revolution’s promise of political independence based on property ownership eluded them. Nevertheless, they played a significant role in the expansion of the United States in the first half of the nineteenth century. Tenants may have lost the chance to grab independence, but not through lack of trying. In New York and Virginia, they had hoped to capitalize on the upheaval of the Revolution to escape tenancy and create a more equitable society based on landownership, unrestrained voting, economic autonomy, and access to political office. Elite Revolutionaries in both states diffused these attempts to create a more democratic society by offering rural whites what they craved, the opportunity to own land. By making available land in the western parts of the regions they claimed, elites eased rural tensions without giving up too much, if any, of their own property. Because property ownership also determined voter eligibility in Virginia and New York, however, Revolutionary elites in both states also enabled land-owning rural whites to acquire some political power. Elite Revolutionaries thus accommodated some of the desires of rural insurgents for property ownership and a greater say in the kind of society that emerged in the early republic. Discontented rural inhabitants of New York and Virginia influenced the course of the American Revolution and shaped the country that grew out of it, but not always in the ways they intended. If they had done so, they might have acquired the independence Jefferson envisioned when he urged farmers to look to their ‘‘soil and industry’’ to avoid the dependence that ‘‘begets subservience and venality, [and] that suffocates the germ of virtue.’’40 40. Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 165.
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Page 3 of 18. 05 - The American Revolution and Confederation, 1774-1787.pdf. 05 - The American Revolution and Confederation, 1774-1787.pdf. Open. Extract.
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pdf-1825\john-adams-and-the-american-revolution-by-catherine ... 

Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. pdf-1825\john-adams-and-the-american-revolution-by-catherine-drinker-bowen.pdf.
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TENANCY REFERENCE REQUEST 

Rent Amount Paid Per Week. $ per week/calender month. Was the Tenant listed as a lessee? YES. NO. Did you / your Agency terminate the tenancy? YES. NO.
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Tenancy Application 

Centrelink documents, guarantor letter, bank statement. We require previous address history for at least the last 12 months. If you are currently renting, we recommend attaching a copy of your current Tenancy Ledger and Reference from your Agency. Re
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Rudolf Vrba and the Auschwitz reports Conflicting historical ... 

from my home town in Trnava [sic]; and, though I had never spoken to. him, for he was six years older than I was, I had always admired him, if. only for his casual ...
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Tenancy Application Form.pdf 

To apply go to NRAS register: www.nras.communities.qld.gov.au or contact the Department of Housing and Public Works Call Centre on 1300 880 882 between ...
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Deal - American Revolution Excerpt.pdf 

Page 2 of 12. The American Revolutionary War lasted from 1775 to 1783. The conflict was between. the thirteen North American colonies and British. Both the American Colonists and British. had different perspectives on the war. The follow documents ar
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pdf-1594\strangers-in-the-land-patterns-of-american ... 

Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. pdf-1594\strangers-in-the-land-patterns-of-american-nativism-1860-1925-by-john-higham.pdf.
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pdf-1533\daughters-of-the-american-revolution-magazine ... 

Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. pdf-1533\daughters-of-the-american-revolution-magazine-volume-4-by-anonymous.pdf.
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Causes of the American Revolution Review Quiz.pdf 

SOL SOL Y NUBES NUBLADO LLUVIA NIEVE VIENTO. Whoops! There was a problem loading this page. Retrying... Causes of the American Revolution Review Quiz.pdf. Causes of the American Revolution Review Quiz.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu
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